Hot Air Gun

TE-HA 2000 E
Item No.: 4520195
Ident No.: 21021
Bar Code: 4006825602678
The TE-HA 2000 E hot air gun from Einhell produces the correct temperature, be it for removing old lacquer and paint, for fitting plastic tubes, or for
heating up metal on soldering jobs. This hot air gun is a tried-and-tested helper during various work steps requiring heat, be it 50° or as much as 550°.
A large adjusting wheel lets you set the temperature to nine different levels, while a three-setting switch controls the air flow from 250 to 500 liters per
minute. A cold setting caters for rapid cooling in order to change the nozzle. A flat surface is provided on the hot air gun for safe placement during
stationary use. This product comes with a reducer, wide-jet, reflector and window nozzle.

Features & Benefits
- Large wheel for selecting 9 different temperatures
- 3-setting switch for controlling the air flow
- Cold setting for rapid cooling in order to change the nozzle
- Flat surface for stationary use
- Reducer nozzle,wide jet nozzle,reflector nozzle and window nozzle

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Temperature at setting 1
- Temperature at setting 2
- Temperature at setting 3
- Airflow rate at setting 1
- Airflow rate at setting 2
- Airflow rate at setting 3

220-240 V | 50 Hz
2000 W
50 °C
50-550 °C
50-550 °C
250 L/min
250 L/min
500 L/min

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

0.614
1.3 kg
279 x 93 x 250 mm
8 Pieces
10.5 kg
290 x 520 x 380 mm
3912 | 8104 | 9496

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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